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ABSTRACT. An investigation is presented of the role which trapped 

particles might play in the drift wave stability of ELMO Bumpy Torus 

(EBT). The model adopted consists of a bounce-averaged drift kinetic 

equation with a Krook collision operator. Care has been taken to model, 

at least in an elementary way, the features which distinguish the physics 

of EBT from that of tokamaks, namely the large magnitude and velocity 

space dependence of the poloidal drift frequency n, the relatively small 

collisionality v/Q, the enhancement of \Jeff for passing particles, and 

the closed nature of the field lines. Instabilities are found which 

have a somewhat dissipative character, however the precessional drift 

is found to be a significant stabilizing influence. In most cases, the

modes are completely stabilized when w*/tn ~ 1 for normal gradients. 

For reversed gradients (w*/tn < 0), stability is greatly enhanced. 

v 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Because of the apparent importance of the various trapped particle 

instabilities with regard to the scaling of tokamaks to reactor size 

devices, and because of the relatively large population of trapped 

particles in ELMO Bumpy Torus (EBT) devices, we have conducted a prelim- · 

inary investigation of the role which trapped particles might play in 

the drift wave stability of EBT. Since the field line geometry, particle 

orbits, and frequency relationships in EBT are so entirely different 

from those in tokamaks, we feel that the advanced theory of trapped 

particle modes developed for tokamaks is not directly applicable to EBT. 

Instead we have adopted the very simplest model which contains the basic 

EBT physics. The model consists of a bounce-averaged drift kinetic 

equation with an energy dependent Krook collision operator. This is 

much in the spirit of the early work on trapped particle modes in tokamaks 

where the realism was absent (radial mode structure, finite Larmor 

radius effects,. complicated collision operators, etc.), but the basic 

instability mechanism was present [1,2]. 

The most striking dissimilarity between EBT and a tokamak is the 

method of single particle confinement. In EBT the vertical drift of the 

particles due to toroidicity is averaged out by a rapid poloidal drift, 

n, associated with mirror.curvature, magnetic field gradients, and 

radial ambipolar electric field, n = Q + n"B + QE B; wherea$ in curvature v x . 

tokamaks, particles move poloidally by followlug the rotational. transform 

of the field lines. The shape of the trapped particle orbits is entirely 

different in the two devices. In EBT the poloidal drift frequency, n, 

for trapped particles is small compared to the bounr.e fJ:equency (n ~ wb), 

1 
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so that a single bounce covers a very small peloidal angle. However, Q 

can be comparable to or exceed the minimum diamagnetic drift frequency, 

and the electron collision frequency, v . 
e 

In tokamaks, trapped 

particle orbits are predominantly thin bananas extending along a field 

line and covering a considerable peloidal angle. On a much longer time 

scale, wD ~ w*' the bananas in tokamaks drift in the toroidal direction 

due to magnetic curvature. For comparison then, on the w~ 1 time ~Galct 

we can picture tokamak trappPd partil!les to lH:! cortfin.ed to A thin tube 

abol.lt a field line until a collision occurs; whereas EBT trapped particles 

move. a,.;ray from field lines on a drift surface on this time scale. 

In addition, there is considerable spatial disperison of particle 

orbits in EBT. Since the precessional frequency and the inward shift of 

particle orbits depend on energy and pitch angle, particles which are 

close together at a given time will spread apart both radially and 

poloidally on a time scale T ~ n- 1• This short particle correlation 

time makes it difficult for the collective modco to O(;cur· with tn~-

qucncie~ w 'v w = £~. Of course, it also makes calculation of such 
D 

modes extremely difficult. 

Absence of rotational transform also has An important cffecL un 

pas~.iug particles. In a tokamak the passing particles respond only 

adiabaticaily to an electrostatic wave except possibly on a mode rational 

surface. In EBT the field lines arP. closed and pa:;;~lng particlt=~ may 

see a nonvanishing perturbed average potential. In this case passing 

particles will also respond nonadiabatically. Because they must average 

uver regions of positive and negative magnetic curvature, the precessional 
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drift speed is slower for passing particles than it is for trapped 

particles. Typically, n . ~ 0.1 n d pass1ng trappe 

Finally, the partitioning of velocity space among trapped and 

passing particles is reversed from tokamaks to EBT. In EBT, it is the 

passing fraction which is small (typically 25-30%). The effective 

collision frequency for passing particles is therefore much larger than 

for the trapped particles, v. . ~ v. d/(1- fT2 ), where f'r is 
J pass1ng J trappe 

the fraction of trapped particles. In several respects the role of 

passing and trapped particles is reversed from tokamaks to EBT. 

In Section 2 estimates of the various quantities which enter the 

stability theory are discussed in detail. Typical values are given for 

the current device, EBT-I, and projected values to the ELMO Bumpy Torus 

Reactor (EBTR) reference design. Models for the drift orbits and col-

lision operator are described and an approp~iate bounce-averaged drift 

kinetic equation is presented. In Section 3 calculations are presented 

for modes in which the passing particles are assumed to behave adia-

batically. An unstable mode is found which behaves in some respects 

like a dissipative trapped particle mode. However, the magnetic pre-

ccaoional drift is shown to be a significant stabilizing influence. In 

Section 4 calculations are presented for pure flute modes in which the 

passing particles can have a nonadiabatic response. Again a dissipative 

type mode is found. In Section 5 the results are summarized and the 

possible effects.of the instabilities are discussed. Areas fur improve-

ment of the model are mentioned. 
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2. FREQUENCY ORDERINGS AND THE DRIFT KINETIC MODEL 

Since little has previously been published concerning the kinetic 

theory of low-frequency instabilities in EBT, it is perhaps worthwhile 

to go into detail about the ordering of the various time scales in EBT. 

Table I contains a list of typical parameters for EBT-I and for the EBTR 

reference design [3,4]. Because of the presence of the high beta elec

tron annulus in EBT devices, there exiRts radial otructur~ lu the equi

librium profile~ having scale length much diffcrcut f1"(Jf!t Lhe minor 

radius a. The details of the equilibrium profiles are important, and 

simple frequency estimates based on major and minor radius as character

istic scale lengths may be misleading. Figure la shows a typical profile 

of B/Bo at the midplane. In the core r.egion, B decreases gradually, 

which is characteristic of the vacuum mirror fields. In the annulus 

region, a magnetic well exists with large values of VB. At the outer 

po1:·tiun of the annulus 1 VB reverses sign. 

It should be emphasized that wide variatfons in density scale 

length are also expected across the EBT profile. One-dimensional 

(1-D) neoclassical transport calculations show very flat density and 

temperature profiles in the core region with steep gradients on the 

outside [5]. Enhanced neoclassical confinement in the annuluo region, 

due to large precession frequency n (not as yet included in the 1-D 

transport model), should increase this cltat·acter of the profiles. In 

addition, the requirements of MHD stability dictate a reasonably flat 

pressure profile in the core region. These effects suggest a dPnsity 

profile of the form shown in Fig. la. No detailed measurements of 

either magnetic field or density profiles are available at this time. 
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We will be concerned with drift waves having frequency w •-v w*e = 

k1 T /m w L , where k1 = t/r, i is the poloidal mode number, and L- 1 = e e ce n n 

d (in n)/dr is the density gradient scale length. For a Gaussian density 

profile n(r) = n
0 

exp (-r2/a2), we have Ln = -a2/2r and w* = 2i T /m w a2 . e e ce 

Using this estimate, typical values for the minimum (i = 1) and maximum 

(i = a/p.) of w* are shown in Table II for EBT-I and EBTR. These numbers 
. 1 

are illustrative, however, if the density profile is of the form shown 

in Fig. la; w* will be significantly smaller in the core region and 

significantly larger in the outer portion of the annulus region. The 

resultant w* profile is shown in Fig. lb. 

A quantity of fundamental importance for both transport and drift 

wave stability in EBT is the bounce- or transit-averaged poloidal drift 

(or precessional) frequency Q 

(1) 

where 

X 'i/ in Bl> bounce average 

< rc ~B: B > 
- bounce average 

( 2) 

B 
A 

n = B 

w . = e.B/m.c 
CJ J J 
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The precessional frequency is strongly dependent on particle energy and 

pitch angle as well as on the radial location of the drift surface. 

Sizable electric fields are observed in EBT (e~ ~ T.) so that theE x B 
]_ 

component of Q is quite important on neoclassical transport time scales 

[ 6] • However, the bounce average of E /B is independent of pitch angle, 
r 

and QExB is nearly equal for electrons and ions. Therefore, QExB will 

be neglected in the present calculations. 

For particles near the axis in the low beta region, nV'B ca.n. be 

found analytiGally in terms of elliptic integrals if a model bumpy-

cylinder magnetic field r.onfiguration is assumed [7]. ·In order to treat 

the high beta annulus region as well as the low beta core, we have used. 

an analytic fit to numerically computed orbits. The precessional drift 

frequency QV'B was calculated as a function of c and l;;m using a specific 

finite-beta equilibrium magnetic field configuration obtained from the 

Oak Ridge 2-D equilibrium ·code [ R] , ,.,..here 

c:.i. .. 
m v 2 
:L_ 
2T . 

. 1 

vllm 
l;; ~ ~ = COSine Of pitch angle at midplanP 
m v 

v = particle velocity 

v
11 

m ..,. v
11 

evaluated at a minor midplane 

It is most convenient to express r.l(c,l;; ) in the form 
m 

Q(c,l;; ) 
m 

Q Q'(c,l;;) 
0 m 

(3) 



where 

m w 1 2 
j cj s 

7 

(4) 

where L is the length of a single mirror segment and n' is a dimension-. 
s 

less, velocity-space form factor in which n'(c ~ )/c2 depends on~ . The 'm m 

model used here for the orbits is substantially the same as that used by 

Spong in the calculation of neoclassical transport coefficients [9]. 

Figure 2 shows n'/c2 as a function of~ for points in the low beta 
m 

region and in the high beta, reversed VB region. The form of these 

curves can be understood qualitatively as follows. Deeply trapped 

particles (~ ~ 1) see magnetic radius of curvature R , and VB of one 
m c 

sign only and therefore have large In' I. Particles near the trapped/ 

passing boundary (~ = 0.7 in the low beta region) see alternating signs 
m 

of R and VB hence have small or even positive n'. For strongly passing 
c 

particles (~m ~ 1), the curvature drift dominates VB drift, and n' is 

negative but small. In the high beta region, n' is large and po~itive 

for ~ ~ 1 due to the strong positive magnetic field gradient. 
m 

A good analytic fit to the curves in Fig. 2 is obtained in the low 

beta region from 

T CJ.T .. 2 T 
1.0 

T 2.22 for o.;;;; z;m ~ 0. 7 a.o a. ... a.l :;;; 

n' 
lt,m 0 

(5) 
c2 p p 

(1 ~ ) 2 
p 

0.119 
p 

2.174 for o. 7 .;;;; ~m ~ l a.o a.l - a.o = a.l m ' ' 
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and in the high beta region from 

-5.0 ' a.l 6.37 ' for 0 ~ z;; < 1 
m 

(6) 

An effective thermal precession~! frequency <Q> can now be defined by 

averaging over an isotropic Maxwellian distribution 

(7) 

UHlng :hF> forms given in Eq3 (5) a!tu (6) for ~-t', we obtain <Q'> = -0.717 

in the low beta region and <Q'> = 2.95 in the high beta region. Typical 

values of <Q> in the low and high beta regions are given in Table II for 

EBT-I and EBTR. It can seen that <Q> is of the same order as w* . . 
m1n 

Comparing the particle drift frequency, which appears in the stability 

theory (wD = iQ) with w* given above, we find that 

L:t. 
s 

In the low beta region w*/wD ~ 1 for EBT-I, and w*/wD ~ 6 for EBTR. 

Because of the magnetic well, wD varies greatly over the radial extent 

of the plasma. A typical profile for <wD> is shown in Fig. lb. 

It is also of interest to consider separately the averages of Q 

over the trapped and passing partirJe pop1,1lationn. TT~ing Eq. (7), we 

find that in the low beta region <Q'> d = 0.99 and <Q'> . · trappe ·pass~ng 

0.08. Therefore, the average precession frequency for trapped particles 

is an order of magnitude larger than that for passing particles. 
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Since the trapped particles in an EBT device are confined to a 

single short mirror sector, the bounce frequencies of both species of 

particles wb. ~ v./1 are quite large. Typical values for EBT-I and 
J J s 

EBTR can be found in Table II. For electrons, both wb and the transit 

frequency of passing particles wTj ~ vj/~ are much larger than wave 

frequencies of interest. Hence the use of a bounce- or transit-averaged 

drift kinetic equation is justified for electrons. For ions, the bounce 

and transit frequencies are not much larger than w*min' so the use of a 

bounce-averaged drift kinetic equation is strictly valid only for 

comparatively low frequency modes. 

The Spitzer collision frequencies 

v. 
J 

(8) 

are given in Table II for EBT-I and EBTR. It can be seen that vj ~ wbj' 

w* for both species. In tokamak parlance, EBT is deep into the banana 

regime. Since most of velocity space in EBT is trapped, the enhancement 

of the effective collison frequency over the Spitzer value is modest for 

trapped particles 

V. 
~ - 2v. 
f2 J 

T 

if fT ~ 0.7 as is appropriate for a 2:1 mirror ratio. 

(9) 

On the other 

hand, the passing particles occupy only a narrow wedge in velocity space 

and have a much larger effective collision frequency 
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\). 

(10) 

In this work we have used an energy dependent Krook collision operator, 

-v.T(~ )-
3
/

2
h. , trapped particles 

J j J 

(
E y3/2 

-vjP Tj} hj , passing particles 

(11) 

where h. is the nonadiabatic part of the perturbed distribution function., 
J 

and the effective trapped and passing collision frequencies vjT' vjP are 

defined in Eqs (9) and (10) • 

The appropriate coordinates for describing a bumpy torus are ~ - a 

radial-like field line label, x - a poloidal angle-l:i.ke field line 

label, and ~ - the toroidal angle. The present work will be carried out 

in the axisymmetric bumpy cylinder limit (Fig. 3), where~ is the mag-. 

netic (toroidal) flux, fl iR the a:zimuthnl angle, and ~ i!:l measured along 

the length of the cylinder. 

where ~ is the major radius. 

The total 1 ength of the cylinder is LT .-. Z·nRT, 

The length of a single segment, L 
s 

(i.e., distance between successive mirror throats) is just Ls = LT/N, 

where N is the number of segments. 

In terms of the coordinates ~,S,z, we assume the equilibrium dis-

tribution function to be an isotropic Maxwellian on each ~ surface 

F (E,~) m 
(12) 
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The perturbed distribution function of is divided into an adiabatic 

response and a nonadiabatic response oh where, 

e. 
of(x,E,~) = _l o~(x)F .(E,~) + oh(x,E,~) (13) 

m. - mJ 
J 

and oh is constant along a field line to lowest order in w/wb. Fourier 

analyzing in t and e all perturbed quantities can be written in the form 

oHx) (14) 

The bounce-averaged drift kinetic equation hj can now be expressed in 

the form [10] 

e. * 
(w - wD.)h. - iC(h.) = __.l [w - wT. (E)H F . (E,~) 

J J J T. J mJ 

where 

c (h.) 
J 

* 

J 

R,Q(E,~) bounce-averaged particle drift frequency 

bounce-averaged collision operator 

. wTj (E) = total diamagnetic frequency 

R-T. 1 B dn
0 --~J~---~- uiamag~etic frequency 

m.w . r ri0 d~ J CJ 

=·d tn TJ./d tn n 0 nj 

(15) 
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~ ds ~(s) 
'jJ VII ( E ' ~ ' s) 

~ ds 
bounce-averaged perturbed potential 

'jJ VII ( E ' ~ ' s) 

With the Krook-type collision operator, Eq. (15) is simply an algebraic 

equation for h., which is solved to give 
J 

* e. w - WT. 
h.(lji,E,~) =_J.. ~ F (E) (16) . J T. w - WDj + iv eff m 

J 

The stability of electrostatic perturbatinnR in the quasi-neutral approx-

imation is described by the equation 

* 
0 "'L e.on. = L- ej [~ - Jct3v __ w_-_w_T.,_j __ ~(E,ll)Fm(E)l 

j J J j Tj w - wDj + iveff 

When written in terms of the velocity space variables c and ~ [see 
m 

Eq. (3)], the velocity space integral becomes 

jd3v[• i ~ 4n ( :;t/? (de 
1 

B~s) 1;; 

f 
B . m 

c2 d~ 
m1n [ . ] 

m 

J B(s) 0 
}

1 
_ Bmin --- (1 - ~2) 

B ·. m 
B (s) m1n 

and the dispersion relation can be written in the form 

B~~ -
. ? 4 fl .. i;lj/(1;) .... J"' de 

2· B . m m r_J_ 2 -c 
d~ 

m1n --- c e 
. T. m 

(17) 

(18) 

{ ~(,P,s) 
y--; 0 . Jl _ B(s) (l J J jl B - ~2) 

min B . m 
- B(s) m1n 

X = 0 (19) w -
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We now consider the nature of the mode structure along the magnetic 

field lines. The potential $(s) must be periodic in making a complete 

circuit of the torus and can be expanded in a Fourier series in arc 

length along a field line s 

$(s) 

where 

00 

2Trnis/ A 
a e = 

n n=--oo 

00 

L 
n=-oo 

(
2Tfi ~ 2. ) " N A 

s 

A ~f ds = f dz A.~ total length of field line 

z 

A 
s A/n the length of a field line within one sector 

For passing particles the transit average of the potential vanishes 

(20) 

except for the contribution from the constant part of <f>(s) (i.e. , ao). 

In general the dispersion relation can be written 

* 1 
[ ~ (s) 

(I) - wTj r- - Jd 3v Fm~(r;m) . T. (I) - wD. + iv . eff J J trapped J J 

* 
~~3v 

(I) - wTj 

eff Fm l - ao = 0 (21) 
(I) - wDj + iv. 

pass1.ng J 

Now in order that the perturbations are not strongly Landau damped by 

the ions, it is necessary that the parallel phase velocity be much 

larger than the ion thermal speed, w/~l ~vi. If w is estimated by w*e' 

the condition becomes 



1T T a 
"11 ;ll>-~-a !1. T. p. 

1 1 
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For both EBT-I and EBTR, the factor aTe/p 1T1 is quite large (~100). Now 

1Ta ~ L . s' and it is clear that for the lower frequency modes (!1. ~ 1) t..
11 

must be longer than the toroidal length A. As ~(z) must be periodic, 

the modes must be essentially flute-like (a ~ 0 for n I 0). Even for 
n 

the highest frequency modes (!1. ~ a/p.), the parallel wavelength must be 
1 

long .<~ 1 > 1Ta ~ Ls) so that the ~(z) varies only slightly within a 

airtgl~ mjrror sector (i.e., a = 0 for n ~ N). Therefore~ has a very 
n 

weak dependenc~ on ~ and can be taken outside of the velocity space 
m 

integral over trapped particles [~(I;;);::::: Hs)]. Under these circum
m 

stances, the dispersion relation can be written 

{ O(s) 

* 1 
[ 1 - Jd3v 

w - WT. 
Fm(E) l L-. T. w - wbj + iv. 

J J trapped J eff 

* 
Jd3v 

w - WT. 
- ao J F (E)} "' 0 (22) 

w - WDj + lj • eff m . passing J 

It should be mentioned that the ansatz that ~(s) does not vary on 

the length seal~ A
0 

(i.e., an = 0 for n ~ N) is not completeJy sP.lf

consistent. Because the limits of the !;:rn. intP.err~tinn ~ontain B(s) [see 

Eq. (18)], the pitch angle dependence of wD indu('.es a variation along 

the field lirt~ in the nonadiabatic response even if ~ is independent of 

1;; • This is manifested, for example, in Eq. (22) by the velocity space 
m 

integrals, which are functions of s, but are·required to balance a con-

stant unity. In the present work we do not attempt to solve for the mode 
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structure along the field line. Instead we neglect the additional 

variation with s and resort to what amounts to a slab approximation; 

that is, the ~ integral is evaluated at the midplane of each mirror 
m 

sector B(s) = B . ' m1n' 

1 B(s) ~ 

J 1 
d~ 

B . m 
+fa m1n [ . ] d~m [.] (23) m 

jl-
B (s) )1, _ B(s) (l - z;2 ) 
B . B . m m1n m1n 

Here, without solving for the mode structures, we consider the 

results of making two alternative assumptions on the potential: (1) the 

case of pure flute modes (a. = o ) or (2) the case in which the average 
n no 

potential along a field line a.o vanishes and passing particles have only 

an adiabatic response. The later case corresponds to the situation in 

tokamaks for which the constant part of the perturbed potential must 

vanish except exactly on a mode rational surface. This points out an 

interesting difference between drift waves in EBT and in tokamaks. 

Since the field lines in EBT are closed, it is possible for different 

field linea on the same 1j1 s11rfr~~e to have different net potential, 

a.o I 0. As a result, the passing particles in EBT can have a nonadia-

batic response to low frequency drift waves [last term in Eq. (22)]. 

3. MODES IN WHICH PASSING PARTICLES RESPOND ADIABATICALLY 

We consider first the case in which the average along a field line 

of the perturbed potential is assumed to vanish. In this circumstance, 

the passing part.i.c:les have no nonadiabatic response, and the stability 
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properties are described by Eq. (22) with a 0 = 0. Even with all the 

simplifications made so far, Eq. (22) is still quite complicated, and 

solutions must be obtained numerically. Much insight can be obtained, 

however, by replacing integrals over velocity dependent frequencies 

* [w.(E), wD.(E,~), v.(E)] by characteristic values. The dispersion 
J J J 

relation thus obtained has the form 

(24) 

where wDjT' vjT are effective frequencies suitably averaged ov~~ the 

trapped region of velocity space, and w*. is the basic diamagnetic 
J 

frequency defined after Eq. (15). 

Equation (24) is quadratic in w and can be solved immediately to 

yield an expression for the growth rate. If one assumes T = T. and 
e 1 

neglects viT in comparison with veT' a simple expression for w is 

obtained 

1 
9 ~'eT(2 - f )i • ~~c1 - fTI [c·~. - wD w* ) w = 4(1 - T . e e 

- ;,) 
eT ( ~e - ~T ••e) ]- (2 92'!} ,,, ) (2.J) 

In the limit of zero collision frequency, this mode reduces to an inter-

change mode on the trapped particles with 

(26) 
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At artificially large collision frequency, ve ~ wDe' w*e' w, it becomes 

a complicated dissipative mode on the trapped particles with growth rate 

given approximately by 

( 
w - fT w )

2 

- w (w - f w* )] 
De 

2 
*e De De T e (27) 

In both limits it can be seen that wDe plays an important role and can· 

be a stabilizing influence if lwDel ~ lw*el· 

The regions of stability and instability in Eq. (25) for various 

values of wDe and w*e can be mapped out for arbitrary veT· It is found 

that the stability boundary (y = 0) consists of two straight lines in 

the w*e - wDe plane (Fig. 4). Stability is obtained for 

(1) .. { ~ De 
w ~ 

*e 

1 

-(1 - f ) 
T 

(28) 

We proceed now to the more general case in which the velocity space 

dependence of the various frequencies in Eq. (22) are included. Setting 

ao = 0, only the integral ove~ the trapped region of velocity space is 

required. As previously mentioned, the magnetic field B(s) is to be 

evaiuated at the mirror midplane so that the trapped particle integral 

becomes 
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* w - w. 4 
--------~~---- F = ---
w - wDj + ivj eff m ~ 

ro.oo 2 -c2 
}, de c e 

I;T 

.x { m 

B . 
1 

__ m __ ,.n_ 
B max 

f 
T 

dl,; 
m (29) 

is the cosine of the pitch angle at the trapped-passing boundary. The 

integral over l;;m can be performed analytically if the analytic fits to 

Q(c,r,;) as described by Eqs (5) and (6) are adopted. Using Eq. (5), we 
m 

have for the trapped particles in the low beta region 

f 
0 

T 
r;m 

where 

di',; 
m 

i 1 
(30) 
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When using Eq. (30) in Eq. (29), the integral over c must, in general, 

be performed numerically. Also the determination of w must be made with 

numerical root finding techniques. Care must be then taken in the 

numerical procedures to remain on the correct branch of the complex 

logarithm and square root. 

Figures 5-8 show growth rate y obtained from the dispersion relation 

Eq. (22) versus w*e for various plasma situations. In each of the 

figures, growth rate y, Spitzer electron collision frequency v , and 
e 

diamagnetic frequency w* are in units of £Q. The calculations are 

representative of the interior, low beta region of EBT in that Q' 

reflected in aJ, ai of Eq. (30) -was obtained from Eq. (5) and fT was 

taken as 0.7. 

Figure 5 shows growth rates for various values of v /£Qo with 
e 

T /T. = 1 and ne = n. = 0. The instability does have much the character e l l 

of a dissipative mode since the growth rate and the range of w* over 

which the mode is unstable increases as v decreases. The crucial point 
e 

is for small enough w*/£Qo the mode is indeed stabilized as indicated by 

the simplified dispersion relation shown in Eq. (24). The dashed line 

in Fig. 5 is the growth rate obtained from Eq. (24) for the case 

ve/wDe = 1.0. If the velocity dependence of the wDj(c,~m) and vj eff(c) 

in Eq. (22) is artificially reduced, the ve/£Q
0 

= 1.0 curve in Fig. 5 

continuously approaches the dashed curve. This verifies the validity of 

the numerical procedure in the limit of velocity independent drift and 

collision frequencies. 

Figure 6 shows the effect of including a temperature gradient, n, 

for the case ve/£Q
0 

= 1.0, Te/Ti = 1.0. A normal temperature gradient, 
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ne = ni = 1.0, increases the growth rates in the unstable region but 

apparently has little effect on the marginal stability point. A re-

versed temperature gradient, ne = ni = -1.0, pushes the marginal point 

to higher w* and also reduces growth rates. Figure 7 shows growth rates 

for various values of Te/Ti for the case ve/£Q
0 

= 0.1, ne = ni = 0. 

Increasing T /T. is clearly a stabilizing effect. 
e 1 

Equation (28) indicates instability for reversed density gradients 

when w*e ~ -w0e/(l- fT). In the present instance, fT = 0.3; the insta

bility should exist for w*r/ '1JJ.
0 

~ -3.3. :Figure 8 ::;hows g:r.o~o1th ratco for 

negative values of w*e with Te/Ti = 1, ne = ni = 0, and ve/£Q
0 

ranging 

from 0.2 to 1.0. Obviously, the marginal points extend to much larger 

lw*/tnol than is ~he case for normal gradients. Also in contrast to the 

normal gradients, the growth rate decreases with decreasing collision-

ality. Calculations have also been performed using the fit given in 

Eq. (6) for Q' in the high beta, reversed 'i7B region near the outer 

portion of the annulus. Here the pressure gradients are normal, w*e > 0, 

but the magnetic dr:Lft frequency w
0

e is negative And large, .-:Q'> ~ 2.9J. 

The instability essentially disappears under these conditions since we 

were unable to find any unstable roots for lw* /iQ I < 20 at any col-
e o 

lisionality v /tn < 5. 
e 0 

4. PURE FLUTE MODES 

Next will be considered the case in which the potential is assumed 

not to vary along a magnetic field line, a
0 

= 1, an 0, n f. 0. As is 

clear tram Eq. (22), the passing particles now make a contribution to 
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the nonadiabatic response. As in the previous section, we first examine 

the simplified Jispcroion relRtion obtained by replacing integrals over 

* the velocity dependent frequencies wDj' wj, vj eff by constant values. 

The dispersion relation then has the form 

T
l + Tl = -=-- [ (1 - fT) w - w - w*e. + fT w - w - w*e l 

e i Te wDeP + 1veP wDeT + iv eT 

(31) 

where j = e,i refers to particle species and T,P refers to trapped or 

passing. This equation is cubic in w and contains six independent 

parameters. 

Considering the relative small size of <O'> . , the enhancement pass1ng 

of vjP [Eq. (10)] and the estimates of <0> and vj given in Table ll, it 

can be seen that except for large mode numbers, t, the following ordering 

holds 

Also in general 

We therefore consider the limit wDjP + 0, vjT· + 0. 

is also assumed that T 
e 

(31) then reduces to 

For convenience jt 
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(32) 

The resulting dispersion relation is of the form 

1 
v ~ v.l - -2· "' (\' .... ·we e 

For small collision frequencies, an approximate solution to Eq. (33) can 

be ob~ained by balancing the cubic and quadratic terms 

2f'r wDe(wDe - w ) 
-i *e 

(34) w = 
(1 - fT) veP + v iP 

or since \) j.l:' = \1./ (1 f ) ? 
.1 T 

wDe (w*e - w ) 
2fT(l fi) 

De 
(Vi) y = - -

\) + \)i e 

This growth rate is very similar to the simplest form of the dis-

sipative trapped-ion mode in toltamaks. For the present mode however, it 
I 

is the collisions of the passing particles which are destabilizing. 
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This instability might justifiably be called a dissipative passing-

particle mode. An important feature of Eq. (35) is the presence of the 

wD term, which is stabilizing if w*e/wDe is sufficiently small. The 

stability boundaries are similar to those of th~ mode discussed in the 

previous section. 

:De { : ~ 
*e 

(36) 

Note that even though the mode has a dissipative character, the condi-

tions for marginal stability are very similar to the requirements of MHD 

stability. 

We return now to Eq. (22) and include the velocity dependence of 

* wTj' wDj' and vj. The velocity space integral over passing particles 

has the same form as Eq. (29), except that the range of integration is 

~T ~ ~ ~ 1. Making use of the representation for Q' in Eq. (5), we m m 

have for the passing particles in the low beta region, 

where 

q 4a(a - w) 

d~ 
m 1 [ _v-Q_q_-_za_(_l_-_~!_)] 

= yq R.n vq + 2a(l ~T) 
m 
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Again the integral over c and the determination of the roots of the 

dispersion relation tnust be carried out numerically. 

Figure 9 shows the growth rate y obtained from Eq. (22) with 

a o for various electron-ion temperature ratios. The growth rates o no 
are noticeably higher, and the marginal values of w*e are lower than L:he 

analogous result~ with no nonadiabatic passing particle response (Fig. 7). 

This enhancement of the instability might well be expected since the 

inclusion of passing particles serves to increase the numher of par-

The marginal point for T /T. = 1 extends below 
e l. 

w*e/~QO = 1 in contrast to the results obtained from the simplified 

dispersion relation [Eq. (36)]. However, the mode is still stabilized 

at a nonnegligible value of w*e (w*/~Q0 < 0.6, in this case). Calcu-

lations have been done for nonzero n • n., and for various values of 
e· l. 

v/~QQ, but the trends are essentially the same as shown in Figs 5 and 6 

for the mode with purely adiabatic passip.g partirl,eli. The 3implliled 

dispersion relation j,s cubic and complex; therefore it is capable of more 

than one unstable root. However, seau..:hes in the ·complex w plane have 

not yielded anyadditional unsl:able roots for Eq. (22). 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Employing a simple bounce-averaged drift kinetic model, we have 

investigated the electrostati~ stability prop~~ties of low frequency 

drift waves in the frequency ordering appropriate for the EBT device. 

Care has been taken to model (at least in an elementary way) the fP8turee 

which distinguish the physics of EBT from those of tokamaks; i.e., the 
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large magnitude and velocity space dependence of the magnetic preces-

sional frequency n, the relatively small collisionality v./n., the 
J J 

enhancement of the effective collision frequency for passing-particles, 

and the closed nature of the field lines. The equations for the struc-

ture of modes along field lines have not as yet been solved. Instead 

the consequences of two assumptions were investigated. First, it was 

assumed that the variation of the potential had much larger scale length 

than the length of a single sector, and that the average of the potential 

around the torus vanished. In this case, the passing particles respond 

completely adiabatically to the drift wave. Second, the case of pure 

flute modes was investigated. Here the passing particles also had a 

nonadiabatic response. In each case, we found for normal gradients 

(w*/n > 0) instability was possible for sufficiently large w*/~n. The 

modes had a dissipative character in that the growth rates and the 

region of possible instability in w* - n space increased with decreasing 

collisionality. It was also found that the magnitude and velocity space 

dispersion of n are significant stabilizing influences, since in most 

cases the modes are completely stabilized for w*/~n ~ 1. For the case 

of reversed gradients (w*/n < 0), stability is greatly enhanced and 

growth rates decrease with decreasing v/n. 

Much additional analysis of the linear and nonlinear behavior will 

be necessary in order to assess whether these modes are of any real 

importance in scaling the EBT concept to a ·r.·eactor device. The results 

of the present study must be considered to be encouraging in that the 

modes can be stabilized by proper tailoring of the w* and n profiles. 
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Also the necessary profiles appear to be consistent with the requirements 

of MHD stability and neoclassical transport. To see this specifically, 

suppose that equilibrium profiles of the type shown in Figs la and lb 

were those actually obtained in experiment. In the interior region 

where the pressure profile is very flat, modes described by Eq. (36), 

for example, would be stabilized by virtue of w* < wD. Near the outer 

region of the annulus, we have w*wD < 0, which the present analysis 

shows to be positively stable. ·The only region in which there would 

app~at danger of instability is in a narrow zont! where 'VB changes sign 

(see Fig. 4). Whether such stable eqnUibrium can actually be maintained 

by the tailoring of heating and fueling profiles can only be determined 

by transport modeling and experimentation. 

The model used here is quite crude in many respects, and a number 

of improvements are being incorporated; others need to be. The weakness 

of the bounce averaging procedure for the ions is a serious concern. We 

are now in the process of carrying out a full drift-kinetic analysis, 

which will also permit the incluoion of Lauc.lau damping effects. A 

strong stabilizing influence was found to be the velocity space disper

sion of the precessional drift frequency. Because i.n toroidal geometry, 

the inward shHt of a particle. d1:ifL I:>Urface (es81:!utially the neoclas

sical step size) is velocity-space dependent, particles also become 

radially decorrelated on the drift time scale, Q-l. This toroidal 

effect adds to the dispersion in the particle orbits and probably limits 

the scale length for radial variations in the potential. The radial 

particle drifts and the strong radial shear in Q point up the need for 
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an investigation of the ·radial eigenvalue problem~ It would also be 

desirable to study the effects of more realistic collision operators 

than the simple Krook model used here. 
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Table I. EBT device parameters 

Density, cm-3 

T. 
J. 

T 
e 

B on.axis 

Plasma radius, a 

Toroidal radius, ~ 

Number of sectors, N 

Typical magnetic radius of curvature, 
Rc 

EBT-1 

3 X 1012 

100 eV 

300 eV 

6 kG 

10 em 

100 em 

24 

18.8 em 

EBTR 

1. 5 X 1014 

15 keV 

15 keV 

25 kG 

100 em 

60 em 

48 

2.7 m 
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Table II. EBT device frequency orderings 

lw*minl 

2T 
e 

m w a 2 
e ce 

a T = 2 ___ e __ 

p. m w a 2 
1 e ce 

<n > . 
e low beta region 

<rl > e high beta region 

\) 
e 

\1, 
1 

v 
e 

=-
L 

s 

v. 
1 

=-
L 

s 

EBT-I 

-1.03 x 105 I sec 

4.2 x 10 5 lsec-

2.8·x 107 /sec 

7.3 x 106 lsec 

9.8 x 104lsec 

3 X 104 lsec 

'3. 6 x l0 31sec 

EBTR 

1. 2 x 104 I sec 

-1.4 x 10 3 lsec 

5.7 x 10 3 /sec 

8.6 x 10 5 /sec 

1.4x 104 /sec 

3.5 x 103 lsec 

5 X 10 1/sec 
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LIST. OF CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Expected equilibrium profiles in EBT (a), magnetic field at the 

midplane B/Bo, density of the toroidal core n/no, and density 

of the annulus (b) peloidal drift frequency Q and diamagnetic 

drift frequency w* for profiles in (a). 

Fig. 2. Q' /c 2 versus l;m = vllm/v for points in the low beta region and 

the high beta region. 

Fig. 3. Bumpy cylinder geometry. 

Fig. 4. Stability regions versus wD and w* for velocity independent 

wD, w , v . The passing particles were assumed to respond * e 
adiabatically. 

Fig. 5. Crowth rate versus w*e/1Qo for various values of ve/1Qo. 

Fig. 6. Growth rate versus w*e/1Q 0 for various values of ne = ni. 

Fig. 7. Growth rate versus w*e/1Q 0 for various values of Te/Ti. 

Fig. 8. Growth rate for negative values of w*e/1Qo· 

Fig. 9. Growth rate of pure flute modes versus w*e/1no for various 

values of Te/T1 . 
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